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Ink Mage
In the first installment of the A Fire Beneath the Skin trilogy, the city of Klaar has
never fallen. No enemy has ever made it across the Long Bridge or penetrated the
city's mighty walls. Even when a powerful invading army shows up at the gates,
the duke and his daughter, Rina Veraiin, are certain that it poses little threat. But
they are cruelly betrayed from within and, in a horrific spasm of violence, the city
is brought to its knees. With the help of her bodyguard, Kork, the battle-trained
young Rina narrowly escapes the slaughter and makes her way to the lair of an
ancient sorcerer--the Ink Mage--who gifts her with a strange, beautiful set of
magical tattoos. Now a duchess in exile, Rina sets out on a quest to reclaim what is
rightfully hers, aided by a motley assortment of followers who will help her in her
cause--some for noble reasons and others for their own dark purposes. With the
enemy's agents nipping at her heels, Rina must learn to harness her new and
startling magical powers if she is to assert her rightful place as ruler of Klaar.

The Biopolitics of Gender
This title provides a theoretically and methodologically new and distinct approach
to gender through the frameworks of biopolitics and genealogy, theorising it as a
historically specific apparatus of biopower. Through the use of a diverse mix of
historical and contemporary documents, the book explores how the
problematisation of intersex infant genitalia in 1950s psychiatry propelled the
emergence of the gender apparatus in order to socialise sexed individuals into the
ideal productive and reproductive subjects of White, middle-class postwar America.
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